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THE FORGOTT:EN MONOID 
JEAN-CHRISTOPHE NOVELLI AND ANNE SCHILLING 
ABSTRACT. 'Ne study properties of the fmgotten monoid which appeared in 
work of Lascou:x and Sch11tzenberger and :recently resurfaced in the construc-
tion of dual equivaknce graphs by Assaf. In particular, we provide an explicit 
characterization of the forgotten classes in t.erms of inversion. nlnubers and 
show tha',; there are n 2 ~ 3n + 4 forgotten classes in the symmetric group Sn. 
Each forgotten class contains a canonical element. that can be characterized 
by· pattern avoidance. ·we also sho-w that the sum of Gessel:s quasi-syrnmetJ'ic 
functions over a forgotten class is a 0-1 Burn of ribbon-Schur functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The monoi.d in a paper Lascoux and Schi.itzenberger 
in their construction of the monoid a.nd was subsequently The 
current research has been motiva.ted by the recent resurface of the forgotten monoid 
in the definition of dual in As~mf's of LLT polynomieJs 
and Macdonald 
In their seminal paper and introduced the well-
known plactic rnonoid as a monoid that allc>v;js noncornmutative ele-
symm<3tric functions to commute. Their main goa1 was to obtain a com·· 
binatorial that the product of two Schur functions decomposes as a sum of 
functions v.rith nonnegative integer coefficients, also known as the Littlewood-
Richardson coefficients. 
Their idea can be starting with a noncommutative of the al-
gebra of symmetric functions. The usu.al commutative symmetric functions are ob-
tained by imposing certain minimal conditions on the variables. Work-
ing with this noncommutative variables makes the 
computation of products of functions easier and more precise. This led 
to a very simple proof of the Littlewood-Richardson rule with the 
algebras [3]. 
Elementary symmetric functions generate the algebra of symmetric functions. 
Hence, in order to obtain a partially commuting algebra to its commu~ 
tative version, one only needs to define noncommutathre analogues of the elementary 
symmetric functions and ask that their products commute. The usual definition is 
as follows: given a (possibly infinite) ordered alphabet A= { a1 < · · · < an}, let 
(Ll) 
The first nontrivial condition that is imposed by commutativity comes from the 
relation e1e2 = e2e1 . Since this relation needs to hold for an alphabet with two 
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it 
(1.2) + 
But since be true for an alphabet with three 
letters, the relation 
(1.3) 
must hold. All the other terms of the on 
both sides of the equality, or thanJm to relation 
At this point, Lascoux and make the choice of what are now 
known as the Km.tih introduced by Knuth [8] in his study of the Schensted 
algorithm [10]: 
(1.4) J acb = cab for aJl a :S b < c, l bac = bea for all a < b :S c. 
It is then easy to show that the of the noncommutative algebra gener-
ated the e.~ the Knuth relations on the variables makes the ek 
commute with one another., and hence provides an algebra isomorphic to the usual 
commutative functions. These relations have been weakened. later 
Fomin and Greene [5]. 
as we shall see in the sequel, there is another choice of relations that imposes 
of the e-'<: 
{ aba =baa for all a< b, 
(1.5) l bnb = bba for all a< b, acb ::::: bac for all a < b < c, bca =cab for all a < b < c. 
To the best of our knowledge, these relations have not been studied in the liter-
ature and hence are called the relations in the folklore. Considering these 
relations as equivalence relations on it is then legitimate to make use of the 
term foTgotten equivalence classes, or forgotten classes for short. In the we 
shall generally consider the classes on permutations, that is, the classes 
generated. only the two relations: 
J acb = bac l bca =cab 
for a,ll < b < c, 
for all a < b < c. 
}br example, here is a complete forgotten class at n = 5: 
{12543,13452,13524,14253,14325, 21453, 
21534, 23415,24135,31254,31425,32145,41235}. (L'I) 
Since the forgotten relations provide some on consecutive letters, the 
quotient of the free on A has naturally a structure of monoid which we shall 
call the forgotten monoid. 
Our initial motivation to study the forgotten monoid is the appearance of the 
forgotten relations in the construction of dual equivalence graphs Assaf [1], baBed 
on ideas of Haiman [7]. Assaf considers two sets of relations on permutations: 
(LS) { . ., i- L .. i + 1. .. i... . .. i.,. i + 1. .. 'i- 1. .. 
. . . i . " . i - 1 ... i + 1 . . . =* ... i + 1 ... i - 1 ... i ... 
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,1r .,.i+l. .. i~l. .. i ... ~ .. ,i ... i-l. .. i+l. .. 
=:o'' .. , i ' .. i + l , .. ·i - 1 . , . 
::::::* • ' 0 i - 1 ... i + 1 0 " 0 i ... 
The first set consists of the relations on the inverses of the PEiriJrrutatKms 
known as the coplactic relations) and the second set consists of the forgotten 
relations on the inverse permutation, hence called the coforyotten ?"elations. 
In this paper, we show in Theorem 1 that the number of forgotten classes of the 
symmetric group on n letters Sn is - 3n + 4. More precisely, two permutations 
are if and if have the same number of inversions and 
the letters 1 and n appear in the same order in both permutations. In 
we characterize ca.nonical elements in each class by pattern avoidance, It 
turns out that these c;;monical elements are the minimal elements 
in each class. Theorem 2 shows that the generated the 
ek by the forgotten relations is indeed of commutative 
functions. 
prove a 
the sum of Gessel's functions over a +m·rrc,;~;~"'" 
ribbon Schur functions and hence is a symmetric function. In addition we 
combinatorial of the ribbons that appear in the sum. The 
result is stated in Theorem 3, 
The paper is PeS follows. Section 2 provides invariants on the forgot-
ten classes that tal.-;:e at least -~ 3n + 4 values, hence that the nurnber 
of forgotten classes in 8n is ;:::, n 2 - 3n + 4. In Section 3 we a 
set of so-called canonico,l elements avoidance and shows that each 
permutation can be rev.rritten as one of these. Since there are - 3n + 4 canonical 
elements, this shows that classes( n) ~ n 2 ·- 3n + 4. In Seetion 4 we state Theorem 1 
about the characterization of the forgotten classes in terms of the inversion number 
and which are consequences of this theorem. In Section 5 
an iterative for the forgotten relations is presented, 
for the monoid (see for the algo-
Section 6 uses standard. to prove Theorem 2. The last section is 
devoted to the of Theorem 3 which the expansion of sums of Gessel's 
quasi·-symmetric functions in terms of ribbon Schur functions. 
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Sami Assaf, Alain Lascoux, 
and Mike Zabrocki for interesting discussions. We would also like to thank Adriano 
Garsia for careful reading of this and out a mistake in one of 
the arguments in an earlier version of this paper. JCN was partially 
the ANR project hopfcornbop. AS was supported by NSF 
0501101, DMS~0652641, and DMS-0652652. 
2. INVARIANTS 
Let denote the set of permutations on n letters. An inversion of a. permu-
tation rJ = rJW2 ... ern E is a pair {rJi, rJj} such that rJi > rJ.i but i < j. The 
inversion number inv( cr) is the number of inversions in cr. In this section, we shall 
only consider the standar·d forgotten classes, that is the forgotten classes on per-
mutations. 
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Remark 1. The equivalence relations preserve the in-
version number of the permutations, Hence the inversion number is an invariant of 
each class, 
Rmnark 2. Directly from the relations, we have that in each tr.,,oor·.i·+cm 
class of Sn, either {1, forms an inversion or not. 
Example l, Here is a list of the 
inversion numbers 
classes for n = 2, 3, 4 together with the 
(2.1) 
class ·-----·---~'i!i'Vj 
1--_ ,::--) +-,-:--o,,-------~-~~0 -, 
I '" ~7 1 1 l_ __ t-1:-
. 3 I ~-23 I Oi 
1 132,213 I 1 
I ::112 I ') 321 - - I ; 
l l:23c.t I 0 I 1"2;1 ')" n .< 11 0 ~1 .,;Jl~j"± 
II 2143, 2314, 312412 I 
143.2, 3142, 3214 3 I I 234:1, 2413, 4123 I 3 
1 2431, 3412,4132,4213 4 I 3421,4231,4312 ~ I 
LJ 4321 -- ~ 
The classes for which n} does not form an inversion are in one-to-one corre-
"'~-''-"H.U.'--''"'····0 with the classes for which forms an inversion by the 
to left. It Is clear from that rev (a) =:: if 
Proposition L The numbe1" ~3n+·4. 
To a lower bound on classes(n), we have to find what number of lnver-
aions have permutations where 1 is before n, and permutations where n is before 1. 
The number of inversions of a permutation in Sn can be a.ny number from 0 to 
If we restrict ourselves to where 1 is before n, then those 
l t ~ ]') 'J'/''. . can uwe a mos" - .. = -- ~J ""mverswns 
since each of then- 2 numbers is either to the right of 1 or to the left of n, 
hence having no inversion with at least one of these, and {1, is not an inversion. 
It is easy to see that ln(n --1) ... 2 has inversion number (n -1) - 2)/2 so that 
permutations where 1 is before n can have any number of inversions between 0 and 
-1)(n- This amounts to 1 + 2)(n-l)/2 different sets of 
By the symmetry rev that reads the words from to left, the same reasoning 
works for permutations having n before 1, so that we finally get 2 + (n- 2)(n -1) = 
n 2 - 3n + 4 sets of permutations such that each forgotten class belongs entirely to 
one set. Hence classes(n)? (n- ~ 2) + 2 = n 2 -- 3n + 4. 0 
3. CANONICAL ELEMENTS AND PATTERN AVOIDANCE 
We consider the set Lex(n) of permutations defined by pattern avoidance: they 
are the elements Sn avoiding the four patterns 213, 312, 13452, and 34521. A 
permutation cr = cr1 crz, · · Jn avoids the patterns 213 if there is no subword Ji1 cri2 CJi3 
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with i1 < iz < i3 such that the relative values of cri1 , cri 2 , and cri3 are the same as 
in 213, that is (Ti2 < Ui1 < Ui3 • Avoidance of the 312, 13452, and 34521 
are defined in same way. 





The elements of 
patterns 213 and 
and then decrease. 
can be characterized as follows. Since 
(3.4) 
avoid the 
for some k, where cr = UJ · · • CTn. To the presentatiC)n, from now on, w·e 
understood that the elements, 
are order to 
and ::34521 cannot have a gap in conseeu.tive 
numbers in a thEm 1 follovred three nun1bers. Hence 
are of one of the following fonns: 
12 .. . k n 
12 .. . l.: an 
23 .. . k n 
23 ... k a 11 
·where 1 :S k < n in eases one and 
cases two and four. 
and 1 :S k < n - 2 and k + 1 < a < n in 
P:roposition 2. The set contains -- 3n + 4 elements. 
Let us use the characterization in For case one in there are 
n -·- 1 choices for k. For case two in there are n- k - 2 choices for each a 
for a k, and hence I.:~:; en- lc- 2) choices 
in totaL Hence altogether there are - 3n + permutations of form one and 
two. The to cases three and four are just the PE~nJo.utat1cms 
of form one and two whe.i'e 1 has to the end of the word. 
total number of pern:mtations in - 3n + 4 as claimed. 
Hence the 
0 
Lemrna 1, Let F be a standard class o.f 8n. Then F contains either a 
word that begins with 1, or with n. cases cannot appea·r sirnnlta.nemtsly inside 
F. MoreoveT, if theTe is a word beginning with 1 (resp. n) in F, then there is a. 
wor·d ending with n 
Proof. We know that in each class either {1, n} is an inversion or not. 
Hence F c~.:mnot have both words with 1 and starting with n. Moreover, the 
last statement is a consequence of the first statem.ent since the forgotten elementary 
rewritings (1.6) are invariant under the reversal rev of words. This shows that every 
forgotten class must have an element ending with 1 or n. Because of the property 
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that in each forgotten cl.ass {1, n} is either an inversion or the third sta.tement 
follows. 
\Ve now prove the first statemerli;. Let o· be a permutation where 1 is before n. 
"'Write a as x.w.y where x (resp. is its first (resp. letter, and w the remaining 
part of a. Then, if y f- n, we are done by induction on the length of a since the 
'!"Yo"or>non·;~ holds for x.w. If y = n, then induction, on the 
order of 1 and n- 1 in ::c:w, the 1 can be put either to the of 
x.w (we are then orto the end of ~t:.w. The last situation means there would 
be a word congruent to a that ends with ln. But in this case 1n can be moved to 
the left past all other letters via the forgotten relations. Hence in all cases, there 
exists a word to w that starts with 1. D 
Proposition 3" The m,inirnal element class is a.n 
element Lex( n). 
Let a be the minimal word of a class of We first 
prove that cr avoids the patterns 312 and 213. Consider a word that contains the 
patterns 312 or 213 among all sull'iVords one of these patterns, consider 
one subword with minimal distance between the two extreme letters. Let us assume 
that this subword is a 312 which we shall write as :r3:r:1x2 . 
There cannot be any letter in (T between xa and x1 : if this letter were than 
:c2, we would have a shorter which contradicts the minimal distance 
The letter also cannot be sm.aller than x 1 for the same reason and it 
cannot "be in the interval of values between x1 and x2 since vv-e would have a shorter 
213 Therefore :-c3 and x1 are consecutive in 0'. For similar reasons, x 1 and 
x~ are consecutive in u. arguments work if the minimal subword is a 
231 m.,.nr.Prn 
This shows that if 0' contains the pattern 312 or 213, there are three consecutive 
letters in a one of those patterns. Hence u can be rewritten as a lmnc:og;ra 
smaller element via the forgotten relations contradicts our uucw.•up 
tha,t u was minirnaL Hence u must avoid the patterns 312 and 213 H.nd we conclude 
that it is a A-word. 
Let us now WTite a as x:w.y, where x andy are letters and w is a word. Since u 
is the sxnallest element of its forgotten w.y and x.w are the smallest elements 
in their classes as well. are in Lex( n) and hence avoid 
the 13452 and 34521. So if a has one of the two then both letters 
x and y have to be part of it. Let u.s first assurne that a contains pattern 13452. 
Then x = 1 since x < y and u is a A-word. In addition y = 2, since otherwise the 
letter next to x would be smaller than y, and w:y would have a 13452 pattern as 
well. Also induction we have that the first letter of w is 3, Putting 
together everything, we have that a is of the form 1 3 z * n * 2 where * represents 
any sequence of numbers, empty. vVe claim that there is a word in the 
tn,·rrr>h'.An class of 3 z * n * 2 of the form a b n 2 * with a < b. Since the word labn2 
is of the form 13452, it. can be rewritten into 12nba, the claim shows that 13z * n * 2 
is not minimal in its class, yielding a contradiction. 
Now let us prove the claim. By induction on n of this proposition, using Corol-
lary 1 below and Remarks 1 and 2, the elements of a forgotten class are characterized 
their inversion number and the property that either 1 appears before n or n ap-
pears before 1. Among all words of the form a b n 2 *; the one with minimal number 
of inversions is 3 4 n 2 56 ... n -~ 1 has n - 2 inversions) and the one with 
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maximal number of inversions is n-2n-l n2 n-3n-4 ... 3 (which has ( n ~ 2 ) 
inversions). among all words of the form a b n 2 * with a < b, there are per-
mutations with any number of inversions between those two values. The number 
of inversions of 3 ;" * n * 2 is inside this interval. Indeed, among all 
Je}o.cogra:pnic~tHy 1T1inimal words of size n ·~- 1, the one with the smallest number of 
inversions of the form 2 z * n- 1 * 1 is 2 3 4 5 \'Ln- 11 which has n- 2 inversions 
and the one with the greatest number of inversions is 2 n ·-· 2 n- 1 n- 3 ... 4 3 1 which 
( n-2 has 2 inversions. Hence a- cannot contain the pattern 13452. A similar 
argument [] 
l. The n:u:rnbcr < - 3n+4. 
By ;3, there is at least one "'"'"""'""."' 
class. Combining this result with Proposition 2 
of Lex(n) in each for-
the claim. D 
4. CHARACTEIUZA'I'ION AND PHOPEHTIES 
In this section we provide an of the forgotten classes and 
derive several properties. The main result of this section is the theorem. 
Theor·em 1. The 
l'vfore have 
same numbeT of inver-sions and the letters 1 and n appear in the same order in boUt 
The equality - 3n + 4 is a consequence of 1 and 
D Proposition 1. The charaderization follows from Remarks 1 and 2. 
Corollary 2o Let a- be in 
namely a~ 
We have that 
the 
characterization 
Corolla•·y 3. The elements in 
rnents 
the munbcr 
. Then o-- 1 is in the same class as a-, 
the letters 1 and n are in 
can be easily seen from their 
must be in the same class. [] 
and their inve1'8CS conatitute canonical ele-
to the relations (1.9). In no.11.?.m.on. 
~ 3n+4. 
The ,C,'ch-iitzenberger invol1dion # on a permutation cr E is the of 
the two 1naps 
111 rev which reverses the order of all letters in u; 
OJ complementation which changes letter x ton+ 1 - :r for all letters x in u. 
For example, 
(4.1) #842956137 "'" 379451862. 
4, For any u E we have #a::= u. 
The composition of reversal and complementation does not change the in-
version number of a permutation. In the letters 1 and n sta.y in the same 
order. Hence the corollary follows from Theorem l. 0 
'17 
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Thanks to the characterization of Glasses as in Theorem 1, it is 
easy to find which ,\.-shaped elmuents belong to the same forgotten class since the 
number of inversions of a of A-shape is easy to it is equal 
to the maximal number of inversions minus the difference between n and all the 
numbers to its left. 
Let tT E be a perrnut.ation such that 1 is to the left of n. If there are 
two letters c) such that l < b <: c < n that to the increasing of cr 
and such that b - 1 is not in this so that cr is not in J-'ex(n), then there is a 
smaller A-word with the same nun1ber of inversions: look for the smallest number 
d greater than c that is not in the of a. If it 
d- 1) with (b- 1, b- 1 and rernove n- 1 from 
the The case when n is to the left of 1 is the same, ''F'·c"v''·v.f' the 
condition 1 < b < c < n by 2 < b < c < n. 
:Example 3. The following ''-"'·"'""~-'"·' illustrates the last construction. The permu--
tation 135{)7842 is to 13468'752: in that case, b = 5, c = 5, and 
is to with b = 3, c = 4, 
and d = 5. 'This last with b = 5, c = 6, and 
d = 7. This last permutation is in turn equivalent to 12387654, with b = 4, c = 7, 
and d does not exist. All of these have inversion number 10. 
5. ~fi-IE U·~·sJ~Ft.TION ALC+ORITI-Hv'i 
Let us IlOIN write the elements in more compa.etly as 
a)= 12 ... k an 
a)= 23 ... ka n 
for 1 ::.; k < n and k < a < n, ·where we 
-l,k). 
:Le:n:n:na 2. We have ( n~k \ 2 l +a-n ; 
/ 
/ 
n-k ) a))= ( +a -1. 2 / 
These fommla.s can be checked explicitly. 
Let us define the two subsets of Lex(n) 
inversion or not 
(5.3) 
Lex(n, I 1 ::.; k < n, k < a ::.; 
r):={r(k,a)Jlslc<n, !z<as 
By Lemma 2, there exist two bijections 
inv(!: Lex(n,cr) ~-7 {o, 1, ... , ( 
. ' 
n; 1)} 




where inv cr (resp. inv r) is just the inversion number restricted to the subset of 
permutations Lex(n, (resp. Lex(n, 
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The inverses of the n:w.ps and inv T can also be stated Let i E 
1, ... - 2)/2}. Pick the largest :::; i and 
write 
(5.5) 
Then a) where k = n -- m- 1 and a= n + b- ni. 
Sirn5la.rly, if i E - 1, Tb 1 • • 7 1n and b as before. Then 
a) where k =---= n - m and a = b + L 
Example 4, Take n = ?" and i = 13. Then m = 5 and b = 3 and 
= 1576542 a.nd = 2476531. 
The bijections 
ofaletteriE l, ... ,n-
the result of the insertion 
7) C,) = 
:Example 5, Taken= 7, 
7 + 7 - 1 = 13, so that u.s = 
obtain 
can be used to define an insertion w1 <-· i 
into a permutation u/ E 1). Call c;J E Lex(n) 
cv' +- i. Then 
+ n- 1--· i) 
+ n --· 1- i) 
+ n ·-1- i) 
if i i= 0 and 
if i = 0 and u/ = 
if i of. n - 1 and 
+ n- 1 -- ·i) if i = TL- 1 and 
3) = 136542 and i = 0. Then inv(w')+n-1-·i = 







Remark 3" Let c./ E ~ 1) and E 1, ... , n- 1}. construction, 
the standardization of the word is in the SlUJJe forgotten class as w' <- i. 
6. NONCOMMUT/\TIVE FORGOTTEN ELEMENTARY SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
Let us consider the 
tions 
(6.1) 
of the noncommutative elementary symmetric func-
by the general forgotten relations (1.5). 
Theorem 2" The quotient of the algebra by the ek the forgotten rela-
tions is isomorphic to the algebm of commutative symmetric functions. 
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8ketch As stated in the introduction, it suffices to prove that all ek com-
mute. The forgotten relations were chosen such that e1 and e2 commute. 
Now, consider the ease: let us evaluate (A)- ej(A)ei(A) in the 
forgotten monoid. The noncommutative words in this are of 
two sorts: words with repetition and words without ''"'"'"''''~' 
Let us begin with the words without Since the congruence only 
tal;:es into account the mutual ordering of the words, we can restrict ourselves to 
Then there is a simple bijection betwee;n the noncommutative words 
eiej and the words in eJei, that is the 
Lemma 4, those two words are and hence their difference 
is 0 in the of the the forgotten monoid. 
Recall that the descent of a word is the sequence of lenghts of all 
factors of w. The of equivalence of a permutation 
and its by the Schi.itzenberger involution proves indeed more general fact: 
since the descent composition of #u is equal to the reversal of the descent cm:npo-
sition of u, the set of all descent composition of a forgotten class is invariant by the 
operation in from to left. The same n••rcr.cT"i'V 
holds Oil non-standa,rd so that the case of words with 
is solved. in the same way. D 
7. APPLICATIONS TO QUASI-SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
Let 
(7.1) 
be the quasi-symmetric functions ftrst introduced 
subset D of {1,.,., n- 1 }. Recall that 1;here is a 
by Gessel [6], defined for any 
between these 
subsets and of n (that all sequences of sum n): send a 
composition J = ... , 'ip] to D := , i1 + ... ,·h + · · + }. We then sa.y 
that I is the descerrt of D. 
0 " th • . , '' • A r• Lh . [' l • 'h •" ' 'l ' t' f ne CH •. e cruCial ooserva.cwns m n.ssar 's L _esls .1, 1s t .. e ract ~ Ul.t ne sum o .. 
Gessel's quasi-symmetric functions for the descents of the vertices of so-called dual 
equivalence graphs yield Schur functions. Hence as a it follows [1, Carol-
that the generating function of dual equivalence graphs with a constant 
statistics on connected is a function and Schur positive. 
In this section we prove ll.. shnilar result Zabrocki [11] and inde-
Assaf stating the expansion of Gessel's quasi-symmetric 
functions over a forgotten class as a nonnegative multiplicity-free sum of skew-
ribbon Schur functions, 
Let )\Ilk,+ (resp. Mk,-) be the set of u such that maj( u-1 ) = k 
and such that n -1 comes before after) n. Here maj(u) = I.;iEDos(a) i is the 
major index and Des( a) = { i I 1 S 'i < n, U·i > is the descent set of o·. Let 
us also define the set of c ==~ ( c1, . , . , cR) with major 
index maj(c) = 2:;=l (I?- k that either end in 1 (resp, do not end in 1). 
Then we have 
(7.2) JVIk,± = U {u I Recoil(u) = 
IECk,± 
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where the descent compo-
sition of o·- 1 . 
Theorem 3. Lei S be a Then 
(7 
aES 
whe1·e T I is the ribbon 8chur and = + if 1 comes be faTe n ·in S and 
= - otherwise. In LuES J?,.,Des(u) is a .':·u·m.'t·n.et.n•.r: 
Vve provide a combinatorial proof of Theorem 3. 
Let 'l~ be the second fundamental transformation of Foata 
known that (!? is a bijection, and that 
(..., 1) JA and 
"vVe shall make use of a very trivial fact about q:.: 
- ( \ < ':P U)n ~ t7n-1 < a,n, 
Let us now consider the map 
NS(cr) := 
The inverse map 
preserves the descent co.mJ)0:3rtiOn 
Des(NS(o·)) = Des(cr). 
Moreover, inv(cr-1) = inv(cr), so that 
Equation becomes 
It is well-
1 comes before n in ¢=:} n -- 1 comes before n in CJ. 
let k be the number of hrversions of any element of S and let us consider 
that 1 is before n in any element of the other case simila,r. 
Recall the set of cr such that maj(cr-1) = k and such that 
is before ·n. Then this set is the disjoint union of the recoil classes Ck,+ of 
com])0:3itiOilS I with major index maj(I) to k. Thanks to the 
the image of this set under NS is exactly the set of 
k inversions and such that 1 is before n, that the forgotten class S. 
Since the bijection NS preserves the descents of the we have 
E F~1,Des(cr) = )_~ F;.,,Des(r) = L F;,,Des(r)· 
<7ES rENS-l(S) rEMk,+ 
But t.his sum is easy to compute: consider 
Fv, 
in the Hopf algebra FQSym of Free Quasi-Syrnmetric functions ree,lized as non-
commutative polynomials in the free algebra. Then the commutative image 







But this sum is also equal to its realization in terms of the noncomnm.tative ribbon 
Schur function R1 whose commutative image is the usual ribbon Schur function TJ. 
He nee 
This shows indeed that 
(7, 14) ~ L,d 
oES 
sum of ribbon Schur functions. 0 
There is to cornpute direetly frorn a given class 
ap•]JEom·mg in its evaluation on QSyrn: consider the set of 
(71 > Cf2 :> ·' · :> Ui ·( O"i+l < · · · < Un 
are exactly the words such each ends 
its gTeatest letter. by definition of the 
under .f., so that the 
the whole 
that is 
for some 1 :::; :::; n. Those 
either its smallest letter or 
the sum over 
sum of the r h where I are 
tc"''''"''tt,,·, class. Alternatively, 
involution # Corollary 4, the sum over 
is equal to the sum of the r 1 , where J runs 
'-'""''"lcJao of this forgotten 
class. 
10 inversions. The two canonical words are 12387654 and 23458761. 
Using Example 3, one can check that the 
gotten class of 12387654 are 
12478653, 12558743, 
Their recoil are 
that the evaluation of the w,,.,nw."""" 
13567842. 
respectively, so 
One also checks that the belonging to the forgotten class of 
23458761 are 
(7.17) 23458761,23467851. 
Since their recoil composition are (1511) and (143) respectively, the evaluation of 
the forgotten class of 23458'761 is 
(7.18) 
One can easily check that the seven ribbons listed here exactly are the seven 
compositions with major index equal to 10. 
THE FORGOTTEN MONOID 
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